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What is I2NY?

Information Infrastructure
For
New York
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Many cool NY projects – but many “silo-ed”
MISSION: “To ensure that all New Yorkers have seamless, unfettered, and affordable access to information, through the creation of a New York statewide information infrastructure which encourages collaboration and joint enterprises among the libraries and archives.”
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Silo-busting!

- Enhance services
- Avoid duplication
- Lower costs
I2NY: When there is less ... 

“DO MORE WITH MORE”
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I2NY:
Envisioning an Information Infrastructure for New York State
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I2NY Priority Areas

- Enhancing Access to Research Databases
- Empire State Digital Network
- Library Assessment
- Communications Clearinghouse
- Staffing Innovations

... and

Library as Publisher
I2NY Library as Publisher

Work Group Members

- Alice Carli (Sibley Music Library, UR)
- Jennifer Ferris (Southern Adirondack Lib Sys)
- Chris Harris (GV BOCES SLS)
- Dean Hendrix (Univ of Buffalo)
- Deirdre Joyce (CLRC)
- Dan Lopata (Sibley Music Library, UR)
- Diane Madrigal (State Library)
- Pamela McLaughlin (Syracuse U)
- Kim Myers (College at Brockport)
- Al Oliveras (Southern Tier Lib Sys)
- Steve Weiter (SUNY ESF)
Brown Bag Webinars

- Library Partnership Strategies: Library and Publisher, Library as Publisher -- Open textbook creation
- Selling Stuff: LibraryCommerce.com -- Selling historic music scores and more online
I2NY Library as Publisher

Brown Bag Webinars

• Using the IR to Document and Disseminate Faculty Papers and Scholarship – Starting, nurturing and promoting an institutional repository

• Library as Publisher – What’s Next for New York? -- Session wrap-up and discussion of Library as Publisher Innovator Grant
Funding provided by NY 3Rs Association
Looking for models that could be replicated
9 applicants – 6 academic libraries; 3 public libraries
Judges: Jamie LaRue, of LaRue and Associates Consulting and former director of the Douglas County (Colorado) Public Library and Sarah Lippincott, Program Manager, Educopia's Library Publishing Coalition

$10,000 Innovator Grant
I2NY Library as Publisher
Innovator Grant

- The Right Book at the Right Time
- Community Makerspace
- Student Research Digital Commons
- Learning English is a Family Affair Ebook Portal
- Catalog for Library’s Museum
- Developing Community Self-publishing Resources
- Hidden Collections: Publishing Historical Resources from Multiple Repositories
And the winners -- $5,000 each:

Fulton Memoir Project

Library as Publisher of Graduate Student Data
Fulton Memoir Project
Betty Lou Maute
Director, Fulton Public Library

Judges said:

_I love this project. It has real community feel and it covers the whole spectrum: encourage people to think they have stories, help them write better ones, publish a book, do a community reading._

_..the project has heart and seems to me to capture the real meaning of library as publisher._
Library as Publisher of Graduate Student Data Project

Jessica Clemons
Sr. Assistant Librarian, Moon Library, SUNY College of Environmental Science & Forestry

Judges said:

Data publishing is one of the most promising and challenging area for library initiatives. There is a clear and demonstrated need for this type of service and the F. Franklin Moon Library seems well-positioned to successfully implement a program…The checklist and procedures developed in this project could be used in other settings and could provide pathways for effectively collaborating with faculty and students in this critical area.
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